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Get ready for white-knuckled listening. Greaney's debut novel - and future feature film - introduces

the enigmatic and elusive Court Gentry, a former CIA operative and a legendary hired gun. With a

terrifying ability to vaporize targets and a strict moral code, he stalks the gray margins of the world,

moving silently from job to job, accomplishing the impossible, then fading away. When his

government and former employers turn on him, there is no safehouse to run to, no way to lie low. In

a constant state of escape and pursuit, Gentry tears through the Middle East and Europe in a

riveting life-or-death race against time. Fast-paced, well-researched, and fun, The Gray Man is

already being adapted for a movie by the company behind Tom Cruise's Knight & Day.
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Anyone looking for an action thriller hero need look no further than here, to Court Gentry. After

running afoul of his bosses in the CIA and being put on that agency's shoot-on-sight-list, Gentry has

been earning his living doing what he has been trained to do, he takes out targets he is paid to

terminate. Anyone associated with hired assassins knows about The Gray Man. This man has the

uncanny ability to simply fade into the background. His targets never see him coming and the

investigations afterward never find any connection to anyone. The reputation of this man grows to

legendary proportions because of his complete anonymity, nobody is ever completely sure of who

he actually is. There is only one man who positively knows the identity of this operative, his handler

Sir Donald Fitzroy of Cheltenham Security Services. At least that's what Sir Donald thought.



Someone literally wants The Gray Man's head delivered on a platter and there is no limit to the

amount of money they are willing to spend to achieve that goal. What follows is an incredibly

exciting journey from Iraq to a chateau in Normandy with danger, destruction, and death all along

the route. A bounty has been put on The Gray Man's head and paid assassins have been invited to

join in the hunt to see who can deliver him, dead or alive, to the chateau before the time limit runs

out.I had to keep reminding myself that this is a debut novel for author Mark Greaney. The plotting

for this book is outstanding. The pace started out with an exciting episode and just never let up. The

man behind the legend was very slowly revealed so that he did seem to be a shadowy figure, a

ghostly figure, someone who could fade in and out simply because there was no substance to him.
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